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__PROC ED ING S

The Chief Justice: No. 1, Oliver Brovn, Mrs. Richard

Lawton, Mrs . Sadie amnanuel v. Board of Education of Topeka,

et al.

The C1erk: Counsel are present, sir.

The Chief Justice: Mr. Carter.

ARUMNIT ON BEI4 OF APPEIJANTS

By'Mr. Carter

M r. Carter: Mr. Chief Justice, the facts in this case

are similar to those involved in the cases preceding.

The appellants are of elementary school age, of Negro

origin, and they are required to obtain their elementary school

education in segregated elementary schools maintained pursuant

to the laws of the State of Kansas, and pursuant to the rules

and regulations of the Topeka School Board.

The statute in question, whose constitutionally we are

here attacking, is chapter 172 of the Kansas statutes of 1949.

Justice Frankfurter: Is your case moot, Mr. Carter?

Mr. Carter: I hoped that I would get a little further

into the argument before that question was asked. (laughter.)

We take the position, Your Honor, that the case is not

moot. The Government, the State, that is, takes the same

position. We take that position because of the fact that although

the plan which I had hoped to get to when I discussed questions

4 and 5 -- but if you want ane to discuss it now, I will -- the



p.an which is presently in operation, and the resolution of the

School Board of Topeka under which they have decided that they

will eliminate segregation in the elementary schools in Topeka,

under this .plan, two schools have been desegregated, and the

Negro children have been admitted.

however, with respect to the remaining schools, Negro

children are still segreg ated. r

The brief which the Topeka Board filed with this Court

gives no indication as to how long they feel the plan which they

now have in operation will take before the other Negro children

will be able tco go to an integrated school system.

We feel further that the case is not moot because the

statute is still involved, and if the Court were without these

problems being settled, we still have -- while we have only ora

appellant here who has been admitted to the school, unsegregated

school, pursuant to this plan -- our position is that the case

is not a moot case, and we have to address ourselves to the

questions which the Court asked.

Justice Franrf'urter: Is Topeka here apart f romt -- I

understand the State takes a dif ferent view. Is the immediate

?espondent-appellee here?

Mr. Carter: If Your Honor will remember, last year the

Topeka School Board did not appear.

Justice Frankfurter: No.

Mr. Carter: This year they did not appear. So far as I

F



know, they have no intention of appearing, if I am right' in

that, M, Wilson?

Justice Frankfurter: They have every intention of' giving

you what you want, is that it?

Mr. Carter: I beg your pardon?

Justice Frankf'urter: They merely have the intention of

giving you what you want, and not contesting your claim?

Mr. Carter: That is right.

Justice Frankf'urter: That is what I call a moot case.

(laughter.

Justice Jackson: Do I understand that the parties you

represent here are now admitted to unsegregated schools?

Mr. Carter: No, sir. One of the appellants has been

admitted to a school in the district in which he lives; that

school has been opened to Negroes. Just one of the appellants

has been admitted.

Justice Jackson: What about the others?

Mr. Carter: The others are still attending the four

segregated schools.

Justice Jackson: You have clients then who are still sub-

ject to the rule of segregation?

Mr. Carter: Yes.

Justice Frankfurter: But by the authorized pronoucement of

the appellee, they will be admitted just as soon as it is

physically or administratively or whatever the adverbs are --
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Toe1e is able to admit them, arnd they do not contest your

position.

Mr, Carter: That is true.

Justice Frankfurter: Kansas does contest?

Mr. Carter: That is right.

Justice Frankfurter: That is a different story. But

Kansas is not a party.

Mr. Carter: Well, Kansas appeared in the court below as

a party. It intervened in the court below as a party, specific~

ally for the purpose of defending the constitutionality of the

statute.

Justice Frankfurter: Yes. But, abstractly to defend a

statute does not give this Court jurisdiction to pass upon it.

Mr. Carter: Well, frankly, Your Honor, my only feeling on

this is that with respect to the plan which is in operation,

the appellees have certainly indicated an intention --

Justice Franklfurter: And you do not question the good

faith?

Mr. Carter: I certainly do not.

But the point that I think that we need to, that we have

to have in mind, one, I think, in o far as the plan itself is

concerned, I have serious questions about with respect to the

plan; as to whether this is the forum to raise that, I do not

know.

Also, I think in so far as the other appellants are con-

p"
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eernled, as I indicated, I do not know when they viil be free

from the imprint of the statutes, and it does not seem to me

that at this point in the litigation I can say that the case is

moot, when the State of Kansas --

Justice Frankfurter: Perhaps I ought to change my inquiry.

I do not mean to shut off your argument. Having heard you

before, it gives me pleasure to hear you again. But as I

understand it, then, the position is that the respondent, .the

appellee, meets your claim, and you do not question the purpose

is to meet it, and the question is whether, as a matter of

formality, in fact, the concession of' your claim would be

appropriately carried out.

So I suggest what you ought to say to us is that we ought

to enter a decree sending the case back to the District Court
.

to enforce that which the respondent or the appellee concedes.

Therefore, it is a question of the terms of the decree, is it

not, in your case?

I am sure that you must feel it is a welcome thing if a

Board of Eucation accedes to your wishes and of' its own

volition stops -- it has a desire not to oppose desegregation,

and I am sure that is a welcome thing to you. I am not talk-

ing about the general question; I am talking about the
11

specific thing, that the Board of Education has taken the

position, and you 'Just 'want to be sure that they will carry it

out; is that right? Lt,



Mr. 0Carter: That is right. If that is the general view

of the Court, I would certainly -

Justice Reed: What about the State? As I recall it, the

State was admitted as a party.

.Mr. Carter: Yes, sir; the State was admitted as a party.

Justice Reed: Or merely as a friend of the court.

Mr. Carter: No, they intervened as a party in the court

below,' defending the constitutionality of the statute under

which the segregation was practiced and permitted and was, in

fact, practiced in Topeka.

In the original --

Justice Reed: And is there authority in the State of

Kansas for the Attorney General as intervenor in the litigation

in which part of the State is involved or a city in the State

or the -board of education?

Mr. Carter: No.

Justice Reed: Has that been pointed out as to the Attorney

Generals right to intervene in the' case and take charge of' the

case?

Mr. Carter: Well, that wasn't what occurred.

Justice Reed: They did not approach it on that basis?

Mr. Carter: No, sir. I will explain briefly what happened

We went before a statutory court, and we attacked the constI-

tutionality of the statute.

The clerk of the court advised the Attorney General that a
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State statute was under attack.

The Topea board appeared and defended their action and

the statute, and the State appeared separately in order to de-

fend the constitutionality of the statute. They are in that

position here. They appeared in the original argument, and

they reappeared --

Justice'Frankfurter: They did not appear; we had to bring

them in. We had. to ask them whether they would let the thing

go by default. They did not appear; they were not so anxious .

They did not claim that they had a great right,that they had a

right to defend here.

Mr. Carter: Well, I think --

Justice Frankfurter: Perhaps "cajoled" is a better word.

Mr. Carter: If you are expressing -- if that is the view

of the Court, Your Honor --

Justice Frankfurter: Mr. Carter, nobody knows better

than you that I can speak only for one poor lone voice.

Mr. Carter: I certainly have no real desire to proceed

with an argument.

Justice Frankfurter: But, Mr. Carter, if all the appel-

lants had been admitted -- suppose all oi then were in the posi-

tion of this one child -

Mr. Carter: I would have no question about it.

Justice Frankfurter: Then the State would not say "We

want to be heard," could they?
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Mr. Carter: No, sir. I would have no question about it

if all the appellants had been admitted; I think that the ques-

tion of mootness would have been clear. But my problem with

respect to it is that some are admitted and some are not.

Justice Frankfurter: I understand it then, that it is a

question of whether Topeka will carry this out as quickly with

these other children as they have with Leah --

Mr. Carter: Leah Carter, and I also have no way of know-

ing whether this would be so, because the appellees do not

appear before the Court, and the State cannot speak for the

appellees with respect to this question.

But if it is permissible, I 'would yield my time to the

State, and see what the State has to say about this, and I

would answer it, if that is permissible so faras the Court is

c concerned.

Justice Jackson: You have the privilege of rebuttal under

our rules, if he says anything that you wish to answer.

The Chief Justice: Mr. Wilson, will you please address

yourself to the questican of whether it is moot or not.

ARGUMENT O? EHALF OF THE STATE OF KANSAS

By Ir. Wilson

Mr. Wilson: If it please the. Court, it is our position

that the case is not moot from our standpoint for several

reasons. In the first place, the appellant has pointed out that

only one of the group of a.ppella.nts thrat counl represents has
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been admitted to the integrated public schools of Topeka.

Justice Reed: Why is that?

Mr. Wilson: The Board of Education -- may I preface this

remark by pointing out that our statute is a permissive one.

The local boards of education are authorized to make the

determination on the local level as to whether separate or

integrated schools shall be maintained in cities of the first

class. -

Now, as a mr:atter of polcy, and as a matter of policy ony1,

and without reference to this case, the Topeka Board of Educa-

tion has determined that segregation will be abandoned in the

elementary schools of Topeka as soon as practicable. That isaI
the language of their resolution.

Now, we think if they are simply exercising their preroga-

tive under the statute, another city in the State of Kansas, the

City of Atchison, has adopted a similar resolution that does

not reflect at all on th'.s case.

It was our view that the constitutionally of this statute

is still under attack. We were permitted to defend the con-

stitutionality of the statut.e in the District Court.

We were asked to defend it in the Supreme Court a year ago,

but we feel that we must, in order to maintain a position con-

sistent with the expressed intent of this Court, answer the

brief and the arguments that the appellants have supplied us .

Justice Frankfurter: May I trouble you to tell me what
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are the cities of the first class in Kansas?

Mr. Wilson: Yes, sir. My I refer you to Appendix D in

our brief, the very last page. There are set out in tabular

form the nine cities of the first class where segregation is

maintained on a complete or partial basis in the elementary

schools.

Now, in addition to that, there'are three cities, Qnely,

ichita, Hutchins on, and Pittsburgh, that do not maintain

segregated elementary schools.

Two of those cities, as we point out in our brief, have

completed a process of integration during the past two years.

We feel that -

Justice Frankfurter: Is there any litigation pending as

to any of the other cities?

Mr. Wilson: No, sir.

Justice Reed: Why did one of the parties, appellants,

disappear from the case?

Mr. Wilson: The plan adopted by the Topeka Board of

Education was this: You will recall from the record last year

and the arguments that the city then maintained within the

entire district 18 geographic areas. In each geographic area

there was a school attended by the white students living within

the limits of that area.

In addition to the 18 white schools, there were four Negro
c

schools spaced at wider intervals thirou~gho .t the city . TL e,;
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first affirmative step taken by the Board of Education in

carrying out its policy to abandon segregation as soon as

practicable eliminated segregation in two of the geoographic

areas, namely, Randolph and Southwest .

There were nine Negro students living within the limits

of those geographic areas. Conscguently, they are admitted to

the integrated schools, and. one of these appellants is one of

those children.

Justice Frankfuirter: As I understand it, the present

situation is that the only litigation that is rife is the one

now before the Court?

Mr. Wilson: That is correct, if the Court please.

fp-.Justice Frankfurter: As to which the educational authori-

ties, with an authority not challenged by the State to stop

segregated schools, in fact formally and officially announced

that they are going to integrate th ir schools, and have begun

the process of integration, is that correct?

?r. Wils on: I should point out that not only is the V
authority not challenged by the State, the authority is

specifically granted by the statute that is here being attacked {
Justice Frankfur'ter: So they are doing what they can do,

no matter --

Mr. Wilson: They are doing, as a matter of policy, as a

matter of legislative policy, may I say, what they can do .

without reference to this case.
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Justice Frankfurter: But if they did what is wanted, the

State cannot say "You are exceeding your authority, " and no

case could come here on that ground, could it?

Mr. Wilson: Certainly not.

Justice Reed: If they were to reverse their position

tomorrow, these children who seek admission would have no right

to go unless it was unconstitutional?

Mr. Wilson: That is right,

Just ice Franlfurter: Do you think it is an alarming

assumption that in 1953 where a State has stopped segregation,

and in the not year is going to begin segregation in Topeka,

Kansas, do you think we ought to do business on that assump-

t ion?

Mr. Wilson: If the Court please, my I distinguish between-

the State of Kansas and the Board of Education of Topeka,

Kansas, which is a separate municipal corporation.

The Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas, has announced

its intention to abandon the policy of segregation. I think

the Board is acting in complete good faith,' and I have no

notion that they will reverse that trend.

On the other hand, the State of Kansas is hero to defend

its statute and I emphasize, and the Court emphasized, we

came a year ago, at the express invitation of the Court, and

there are other cities that are concerned, and, therefore, the

State had boned to be heard with respect to the questions that



the Court submitted to it on June 8.

If the case is moot, obviously, after five or six hours of

argument cooe reach a point of diminishing returns, and certainly

we do not want to discuss a matter' that is moot, if the Court

deems that to be the case.

Justice Jackso~n: Is thcre anything that vculd distinguish

your casc ~and that would s~.ve your statute if' the statutes in[

the otheri Ztat cs ;;cut d.otsn?

E

='r. itistoa: I thin not, Your onslor.

hav ezat d Asamtek(ffcIct ohtesm

Justi ce Jackson: So that y our case is governed by what --

i ytrishing that tou have to add that sr. avis or Judge

MInoore lhave not covered, . defose of ye. statute?

Mry ion:zc In preparing m argun, I exatned the samei

authorities that both thez o thet appel.lees and the appell ant.s

hav eamno. s t ma tf fat, I ieboth the same

authorities tha rt bothc the par tieso, as well1 as the Attorney

Get~nera, havo eormined.

Myis concl %. usions , my inter .pre~tati.ons , areo substantia lly

those that Mr. Davis and Judg Moore have presented to this

Court.

Mrs. IMooro. That is Mr. Moore, Iwould utt like to correct

that.

Mr. Uilson: I am not suro whether it is proper to apolvo-

gize under the circumstancos or not. (Lauhtor.)

The ChiL!ef Juctice: You mnay pro3cod, rLk. Wilscn.
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M4r. Wilsonr: In view of the comments by the Court, I

shall proceed sormeotwhat summarily. I shall not make an effort

to review in detail tho ovidcace that I base the conclusions

that I s'aall pro r.,t to tho Court.

I think the facta - Mr. Carter started to state the facts

in this cse. Par a.p, in crder to ;ive rroper perspective to

my argument, somsa furtheri s ' etatement ould be proper.

We ;-:inte o'ut thaCt the 3ced of Educxtion ine Topeka is a

sparate nip .al co rpc.tion, is the party defendant in the

court bocu.r; that th3 Stats of Kc nsa.s, sitth consent of the court

below, intorvened for the sole and only purpose of defending the

statute that is under attack.

Ue further pointed out the psrmissive nature of our statute.

It applies to cities of only --- on.y cities of the first class,

that is, cities of more than 15,000 population, of' which there

are twelve in the State of Kanxsas.o It applies only on the

elementary school level.

The school s. storms .in t.he cities that anre included in this

group are divided genrazrc.ly into elemn tary, junior high and

senior high school l ,vels. Thae *elomn3tx ary category includes only

the kindergar'ton and th3 tirst six grades of instruction, and it

is there only that the statute under attack applies, except in

the singl case of' Kansaa Cit whoe, under.' an'excepticn in the

law, the practice cf s ie rtica.t is auhorizod in the high school;

in ddi tion to th . rlontata ga. s

4,
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Now, I emphasize that it is our position that the action of

the Topeka Board of Education, which has been discussed here at

som e length, does not in any way alter the position or the

status of tie State of' ansas.

We are here as apel.ees; o are defending .the constitution-

ality of t'is statu.o that is under attack.

The Board of Edu caution of the City of Topeka, as a matter of

policy and not -- there is nothing in the record to indicate that

it is a concession to the appellants in this case, but as a

matter of policy -- c.nd exercising their power under the statute,

the Board ofi E.ducation has determined to abandon segregation as

early as practicable.

Justice Black: Do you think this is a case of a controversy

between thesp people and the City of Topeka?

Mr. Wilson: sir?

Justice Black: Do you think this is a case of a controversy

between these people and the City of Topeka in the present

situation? If so, what is it?

Mr. Wilson: The appellants have denied the right of the

Board of Eduction of' the City of Topeka to raintain separate

schools., pursuant to our statute. The City of Topeka has never

agreed that it does not h1ave such a right.

Justice Black: It has agr3ed to desegregate schools.

Mr. Wilson: It has agraad as a matter of policy to put them

he school.s. Nowt, thr e mJ beo a controversy as to the moans

L heshol 9 I h'9:e
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of accompl.ishing this stated intentions

The Board of Education has filed a separate brief here in

which they point out numerous administrative difficulties that

vill be encountered, and in brief, they are asking for time, but

they do not believe --

Justie Blackt You could not re3st on that, could you?

r.l Wiilson: I thinkV you could not.

Justice Frankfurter: To follow up Justice Black's question,

is thore ezm controversy betren these appellants and the State of

Kansaz, any jus ticioale coatroversy?

Mer. Wilson: Thess appellants allege and contend that a

statute oeacted by the legislature of Kansas is unconstitutional.

Justice Frankfurter: Suppose I alleged that a statute, an

Act cf Congress, is unconstitutional; and I have no secular

damage of mine that is affected. I think such a profound Act of

Congress, passed in this heedless wiay we have been told about,

is unconstitutioral. Can I go to court?

MZ% Wilison: No, obviously not.

Justice Frankfurter': Obviously not

Mr'. Wilson: However, when you consider the peculiar cir'-

cumastances under which the State of Kansas got into this case

Justice Frank further: Litigants sometimes get in, and then.

find themselves out (Laughter)

Mr. Wilson: Unless the Court desires, I do not wish to

proceed with arguaent; that is, I have no intention to burden
V.. -
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the already overburdened Court.

Justice Frankfurter: Tl t is not my question. There is no

suggestion about your not arguing the appropriateness; it is just

the question of whether it is one of those cases where you have

to say there is no on 'traversy in a judicial sense before the

Court.

Mr. Wils on: &ell, to repeat my earlier s statement, I think

there still is a; conrovarsy because under the authority that

the Board of Educction p esumes to 'exercise, it does maintain '

segregation in sixteen of' its eighteen geographic areas, and it

requires the children living in those areas to go to segregated

schools.

The Chief Justice: I consider that a problem; I would like

to hear some light on it anyway. I think when both parties to

the action feel that there is a controversy, and invited the u

Attorney General to be here and answer these questions, I, for

one, would lime to hear the argument. I
MI'. Wilson: Thank ydu, sir.

At the outset I should point out --- I have pointed out --

that we are not here defending a policy, and the determination

that has been made is one of policy.

We are here solely for the purpose of defending the right,

the constitutioaal right, we contend, of the State of Kansas and

of its own comunities to make these determiinations as to state

and local. policy on state and.c loca. lovls,.
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We think that regardless of all that has been said, and

regardless of the extreaa cif ficulty of these cases, of the fact

that they do involve gr'ea~t moral and ethical and humanitarian

principles, there are still some very basic considerations, so

basic in fact, that I ?:z a little bit embarrassed to mention them

to this C u:.t caft er thera has bean so much argument.

Bat, avertheless, them are so very important that I think I

must su~ggest, l the fist plac e, that thi is a union of states

that are sovereign, except for only those purposes where they

have delegated their sov creigr.ty to the national authority, and I

think further to determine the scope of the national authority

we must lock at the int est and the purpose of' the instrument by

which the authority was delegated.

I think in these arguments we frequently lose sight of the-

historic doctrine of separation of powers. We fail to dis-

tinguish betwe en the legitimate sphere of' judicial activity and

the legislative or polic-mrking. function; and if I may presume,

it may havo been that the: Court had these thiings in mind when it

suggested to us last stmer that we answer certain questions by

way of' rea.rgumrent, for crtainly my studies, and apparently the

studies of' c.ther course l, have reinf'orCed those basic considera-

tions that this is a F'deral union; tha national Government only

possesses power delegated tc itt, and that the legislative most

always be disting uished f'ro:? the judicial function.

Now, as to the specific intent of the -framars of the

;
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Fourteenth Atmendment, the evidence has been examined in detail

and I should ndt vidh to report that which has been said.

I can state generally, and I have stated generally, that

we agree with the other appal-lees. W'e find the evidence to be

persuasive that the Congross which submitted the Fourteenth

Amnendmient did not con:enpla.te that it would affect segregation in
*1

the public schools.

It rey not to tignificnt that all of the appelloes in these

"ases -- that is, all. of' the sates, including the- State of

Delaware -- have reched that conclusion working independently,

but we do think it is significant that the Attorney General, in

his brief, finds that the legislative history does not conclu-

sively establish that Congre~s$ hich proposed the Fourteenth

Amendment, specifically understood that it would abolish racial

segregation in the public schools.

Now, we thought the qjues tion was rather specific. We thought

the Court asked was it specifically understood We contend it

was not. The Attorney General agrees it vaa not. That should

dispose of that question.

I think perhaps in tho discussion here there has been too
1.

much emphasis on contemprary intent. I want to suggest very

briefly that the concept of equality and equal protection was not

something that originated with the 39th Congress.

For a long time prior to that the term "equal protection"

had had a place in the undors standing of the people, and in the

_,_ __ I



philosophy of Govertnment.

Equal protection, as we study the record, the aims and ob-

$eotives of the abolitiaoist societies, equal protection vas

meant to include those very basic rights, rights for which

governments cre establihed, the right to life, to liberty and

property, rc ye think That it is in that sense that the term

"equal protection" is used in the Fouxrteenth A;ondment.

We weald point ott that --- we have pointed out in our brief

there is probably no occasion for pointing it out further -- that

there were specific dan.ials in the Congress that ciiil rights

and equal protection did comprehend the public schools and racial

segregation therein.

Mr. Davis quite eloquently in his statement yesterday ex-

pressed to the Court the conviction that the thrust of the

Fourteenth Amendment was toward the institutions of slavery. We

think that is the case, and nothing molre.

The Fourteenth Amondmnt was intended to embody the rights

that are cataloged i the Civil Rights Act, and they are

oataloged rather specifically. They are sat out in this language:

"That citizens tzi2. have the right in every State and

Territory to mahe and enforce contracts, to sue, to be

parties, to give evidence, to :nherit, purchase, lease,

sell, hold and convey real and personal property, and to

the full and equel benefits of all lavs and proceedings

for the security of person and property as is enjoyed by
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white citizens.'

Now, we think this is the fruition of the whole abolitionist

movement, and the most complete expression of the consensus of

abolitionist aims.

We thin tha tea only purpose of the Fourteenth Amendment

was to giv canstit.tional s tatus and dignity to these aims and

objectives o::proc zd i. tha Civil Rights Act of 1.86, and in them

we find no plcce for the car-tention that racial segregatian or the

absence, cf racial sarejat'.on would be comprehended within their

terms~

Turning to the states, we again find the same result, but

our col3.eagues or at least the other appellees in these cases,

have discovered - we were unable to find a single instance where

it appeared to us that a state, by reason of deference to the

Fourteenth Amaondmient had elirinated sogregati:6n from its public

school sys tem.

On the other hand, ia found that sore twenty-four of the

states, either at the tim3 o'f the adoption of the amendment or

within a f'ew ears thereaf'ter, did legally sanction separate

public schools,

We found that ton states, including ry own State of Kansas,

that by the same lecisl atur~e ir. the same year and, I think perhaps

in the. sameo session, legis.ated with respect to segregated

schools, and ratif'ied tha Fourteenth Ambendmzent.

Nor, wre think: that to po.tivo evidence that the states,
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of at least a majority of the states, did not contemplate, did

not understand, did not comiprehend that the Fourteenth Amendment

would preclude segregation in the public schools.

Kansas is, perhaps, unique in this case because Kansas is

a state with n pronouned aboLtionist tradition. The other

states, t .rad Do.tt C olUia, were nembcrs of the

onfederaoy; Dh.laiaro, r era told by the Atrorney General's

brief, ves sympth tic t;ard the Confedersey, although it re-

mained. n the Union.

On tha other hanr~d, Kansas was ani abolitionist state. The

settlemncnt c Etcnss vc:s inspirud and financed by the Immigrant

Aid Society of Boston.

The first p itiv political influence in Kansas was the

Free State Party, an offshoot of the abolitionists of the East.

Certainly, Kas is not subject to the acousa~tion that can

be hurled, perhaps, at the other' states that its tradition is

rooted in the slave traction.

But I metionedO a. while ag4 o th2o'same legislature, and I

might point out that this l.agilature was composed largely off

Union veterans. Our historians tell us that Kansas contributed

more troops to the Un.on aies in proportion to its population

than any other staito. Almost to a inan, the legislature of

1867 was composed of those UnTion veterans, of men who had offered

their lives for tho cause of' Nogro freedom, and that legislature

ratified routinely , a a mn '4ta of course, the Fourteenth

Li



Amendment.

We infer from the Governor's message that ratification was

deemed desirable bcatse it tas a part of the national Republican

program, and the Repu bi. cans were .n the ascendancy in Kansas4

That sOm) l eginlture, vit.in out si; weehs, enacted a statute

providing Lor spa d:ction for chL2.iren of 'white and

egro race..s n. c o f the zscaond cic.

Pricrthar t th statutes had province for separate

education, fdor optonal zseparc. te educ ation., in comon school

districts, that is, in the rral. areas.

A little later, a statuto had been enacted authorizing

separate education in itics of' the first class, which then was

cities of more than 7000.

Then you have th3e gap between the rural areas and the cities

of more thatn 7000, where segregastion was not authorized.

By the action of the legislature of 1867, which ratified

the Fourteenth Amerndrent, the picture was conGrsted ir K ansas.

Segregation was then authorized on all levels.

Now, I point this cut because it seems to me if we can infer

any intentiLon from our cvn le.gisla.tive act, w.e iust iner that

the legir.sltur'e recognize that within the State of I'ansas there

were areas where, by reason of lacks of' mutual understanding be-

tween the races, it would be impossible to provide equality of

opportunity, assured by the Fourteenth Am nd ent in integrated

schools,
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Therefore, as a special] benevolence, as a special device

Whereby. equa.ity to be assured in the Fourteenth Amendment could

be catplied with, the legislature of Kansas made it possible to

establish separate schools in those areas.

Now, again that is onl my inferenoo. Iowevei, my

adverstries ifor .1.s.

Now, to pass quicly to the other quest tions that 4c.re sub-

nitted, I think havo e~zphaised our poiin W3 Lind that

the Congress n tha t l a intanided or coparehended

or understood that sagregation would b3 precluded by the Fourtee

Amendment.

The next questions, off course, concerns the contemnporary

understanding of ffut ire intent, and again, we answer both

questions in the negative.

We cannot understnd, w3 cannot conceive, of how a congress

or how state legiolcitures, in ra tiffying an amendment, could

contemplate that in the futur the limitations that they imposed

upon that amendmient migit he enlarged by any agency or any

branch off the Federal Governmnent.

The limitations were fixed by the intent that preceded and

existed at the time of the adoption of the amendment. We think

those limitations werre present in the mincs off the Congress that

submitted, and the states that ratfiied, the amendment.

We do not believe tha.t a.ny' member of Congress intended that

the basic relationship between the states and the Federal
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Government should be altered by; the amendment. We do not think

that they contemplated they were providing a means for amending

the Constituticn and giving it a meaning that it did not presently

have.

We ztmut cdmit that co tro impelled in this instance, and

loking~ o~ly &t th'e it2tJ to~ chose htien the judicial and

the congressional power, the choice would noessarily be the

congreeno~a. , J.Fr undern din i not, perhcaps, nature on this

phase of the question but, us I read those dbc atos, there ws

throughout an emp.sio on c:or.rossi oal1 pozw;er.

Undoubtedly tha abolitioists h.d cotemlated that re-

constructcion miht be affoed by congressional action. The

fact was th'at ths Congress trusted neither the executive nor the

judiciary to any extent, and so looking at the intent of the

Congress and the intent of the legislaturos, we must concede that

should the izsue before this court be one within the amendment,

within the Federal comprxetence, that it was then the intent of

the framters that the Cor-gros and not the courts shot:.d supply

the re-deffinition or the impetus by which the particular subject

is comprehended within the terms of the amerdment.

With respect to the judicial power, our argument is limited

pretty much by our corclusions with respect to the intended

future effect of the iaiondimrnt. Certainly, in commenting upon

the subject of judicial power, we aro conf:ronted with a consider-

able am.ounit of difficulty.
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Obviously, the judiciary has the power to determine the

limitations of its power. Furthermore, any decision that this

court matres in this case will become the law of the case. In

that sense, 2ertail.y the entire matter is within the judicial

power.

Ro;;czer, wheni v considor the historic exercise of' the

jLdicial pwer, va are costc.a.ined to raccgnTirz a great deal of

Thore :.Q a cse in. wich Juoticc Holmes hSas commented ini the

judicial power a d I opatJ.clar., on tha judicial power to

legislate, in these words. Ha says that:

"It recogn.ze, without taittion, that judges do and mus

legisiste, but thaey- do so on ly interzti.tially. They are

confinmed from molar to molecular motion."

We think that, at least that, is the key or that is the

essence of' our unetnding ofC the judicial power, to move fr'om

molcr, fr~om mass, to molecular motions, to refine the broad and

general con.ccpts that are included ini the stetute and in the

constitutionalJ provisions that are presented to the court.

CertainJly, it is not movin g from the rolar to the molecular

to mrve outsids the originc.1 intention, and pith a sweeping

gesture to bring into the COnstitution a nreaning, a view that

Was not entertainad by the fiarrs and those that gave the

amendmnt its o f'fect.

Thut di poses of our :neral . ts with rospect to the

27
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first three questions.

The latter two questions of the Court deal with the remedy

to be applied which, in this case, may be moot.

The State of Kecnsas, of' course, is not ooncerned with the

immediate problems that will confront the Board of Education in

complying; with whatcver decreo or ordir this Court may enter.

We have taher- the position that this Court need not concern

itself' i: the Knsas casa vih a decreo in dctil, but should

simply, in the evon .t cf' reversall, remand the case to the District

court with2 doictions to form e n appropriate decree.

Thara are a n3"bor of' considerations which must be taken

into the purview of the t court, but they are not for considera- ,'

tion here.

We appreciate very much the opportunity to be heard some-

what sur rnnrily in the circumstances of a moot case, and we hope

that in coasidering this ra tter, this natter of constitutional

right, the Court Swill not be unmindful of the constitutional

right of the state cf' Kansae to sot up and maintain its own

school system and to initi ate and maintain there the policies

that are most beneficial to all of its people.

Thark you.

The Chief JTustice: 'hank jou, Mr. W.lsong

Mr. Carter?
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RFBUTTAL ARGUMWT ON B!L1AIF OF APPEIANTS

By Mr. Carter

Mr. Carter: I would like to say this, Your Honors, I do

still have doubt with regard to the question of Mootness in this

case.

However, as :ir. Justice Frankfurter pointed out, I would

think it would not be likely that, having made this step, that

Topeka would reverse itself, not in 1953.

I an: alsc confident that the State of Kansas, if this Jourt

declares the statute unconstitutional with respect to Sou+;h

Carolina anid Virginia, that the State of Kansas would abide by

that decision.

I might add that, in so far as I am concerned with respect

to the arguments that have been urged by the Attorney General,

since I do not feel he has opened any new avenues, it seems to

me that in order to conserve the Court's time, I will not speak.

The Chief Justice: Thank you.

(Whereupon, at 3:40 o'clock p.m., the argument was concluded.
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